SCRUBBING PADS
Diamond Pads

Diamond Cleaning System

Made in Sweden

Deep clean and polish your floors with billions of microscopic
diamonds! Your floor becomes even more shiny every single day!
No chemicals required, just Diamond Pads, water and
mechanical scrubbing.

6 Important Benefits



Amazingly clean - Using billions of microscopic diamonds
to mechanically scrub and polish floor surface



Eco-friendly - Diamond eliminates the need for
cleaning chemicals and heavily reduces the need for
periodic floor maintenance



Restoration - Diamond transforms the surface of a dull
and worn floor to a clean, shiny and polished surface
without need for additional periodical maintenance



Versatile - Use on Terrazzo, Ceramic, Natural Stone, PVC,
Vinyl, VCT, Rubber, Wood and Polished Concrete



Cost effective - Cleans up to 30,000 m2 surface area with
one single pad



Less bacteria - Floor surfaces treated with Diamond
contains 80% less bacteria compared against conventional
methods

Cleaning Supplies

Terrazzo

Wooden Floor

Marble Floor

Linoleum Floor
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Vinyl Floor

Ceramic Floor

How do Diamond Pads work?


Diamond Pads are a way to mechanically clean and
maintain floors using floor pads prepared with
billions of microscopic diamonds.



Diamond Pads eliminates the use of detergents for
daily floor maintenance and deep cleaning that
delivers chemical free cleaning with high gloss
everyday.




The microscopic diamonds in each of the
Diamond pads will effectively clean any floor surface.
Each pad carries a different size of diamonds (grits).
Diamond GREEN Pad will also polish the floor
and keep the natural shine and gloss of the floor.

With Diamond, floor surfaces become smoother

Diamond RED 16”

2271-Z-211668

For heavy duty cleaning of worn stone floors. Diamond RED will effectively remove
scratches and stains from the surfaces and leaves a clean, matt surface prepared for the
subsequent Diamond steps

Diamond WHITE 16”

2271-Z-211700

STEP 1 for the standard or intensive Diamond method. Diamond WHITE will remove tiny
scratches from the surface and leaves a silky matt, cleaned and well prepared for the
subsequent Diamond steps

Diamond YELLOW 16”
STEP 2 for the standard or intensive Diamond method. This stage leaves a surface that is
well prepared for the final step of the Diamond method
2271-Z-211667

Diamond GREEN 16” / 20”

16” Pad: 2271-Z-211666

FINAL STEP for the standard or intensive method and also for daily maintenance of the floor.
This step will effectively maintain a high gloss on the surface when used regularly.
Ideal for us on all floor surfaces such as stone, vinyl and linoleum floors.

20” Pad: 2271-Z-211706
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Cleaning Supplies



SCRUBBING PADS
For Marble Surfaces

STARTING CONDITION
Worn

Step 1

floors

Step 2

New
floors
Step 3

- For extra gloss, finish the upgrade with high speed polishing Wirbel
SuperShine (1500 RPM) using Diamond GREEN and
SuperSteam Restore (311)
- For daily maintenance, just use Diamond GREEN with water

For Linoleum Surfaces

STARTING CONDITION
Remove
polish from
floor

Step 1

High speed
natural
shine
Step 2
- Old floors without PUR-coating need a layer of protective coating (polish)

Cleaning Supplies

- For daily maintenance, just use Diamond GREEN with water

For Vinyl / PVC & Alternative

STARTING CONDITION
The floor is
set to zero

Step 1

High speed
natural
shine
Step 2
For daily maintenance, just use Diamond GREEN with water
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For Rubber Sports Floor
STARTING CONDITION
Floors
with shoe
marks

Step 1

Step 2

- Glue used in handball and shoe marks are removed with
Diamond RED

New

- For daily maintenance, just use Diamond GREEN with water

floors
Step 3

For Ceramic Tiles
STARTING CONDITION
Very dirty
floors

Step 1

Step 2

- For extra gloss; finish the upgrade with dry high speed polishing
with Diamond Green

Step 3

New or
glazed
tiles

For Epoxy Floors

Step 4

STARTING CONDITION
Worn floors
or heavy
traffic

Step 1

New
- Diamond pad is chosen depending on the condition of the floor
and environment
- Maintenance with Diamond RED, WHITE or YELLOW with water
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floors or
less traffic

Step 2

Cleaning Supplies

- For daily maintenance, just use Diamond GREEN with water

SCRUBBING PADS
Choose between intensive or standard cleaning
INTENSIVE DEEP CLEANING METHOD
(1 Night with 20 passes per pad)



Floor is deep cleaned using Diamond
WHITE Pad. 10 passes over surfaces is
recommended for optimal results



After 10 passes, replace Diamond
WHITE Pad with Diamond YELLOW Pad
and apply the same process



Finally, replace Diamond YELLOW Pad
with Diamond GREEN Pad and repeat
the 10 passes to achieve deep
cleaned and upgraded floor surface
with shine and lustre. Preserve condition
by regular / daily use of Diamond GREEN
Pad

STANDARD DEEP CLEANING METHOD
(Over 40 days)

Cleaning Supplies



Floor surfaces is deep cleaned using
Diamond WHITE Pad for 20 days
using standard cleaning routines
(normally one pass over floor per day)



After 20 days, replace Diamond WHITE
Pad with Diamond YELLOW Pad to
apply the same process



After 40 days, with Diamond WHITE
and YELLOW Pad treatment, replace
with Diamond GREEN Pad for
continuous use and final high quality, shiny
and clean floor appears



Using Diamond GREEN Pad daily for
your cleaning routine maintains the shiny
and lustre of floor surface

Use with your scrubbing machines:

Ride-on Autoscrubbers Walk-behind Autoscrubbers Single Disc Scrubbers
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Orbital Scrubbers High Speed Burnishers Nano Edge

Diamond pads deliver visible results!

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

Diamond Restoration on Vinyl Floor

Diamond Restoration on Marble Floor

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

Diamond Restoration on Ceramic Floor

Cleaning Supplies

Diamond Restoration on Wooden Floor

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

Diamond Burnishing on Marble Floor

Stain Removal on Marble Floor
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